
Being Black            by Jerred Anderson !!
 What does it mean to be black? There is really no right or wrong answer to this 

question because everyone’s path of being black is different. In this day and age...well 

in any day and age, being black can seem like a crime and a sin. However, I see my 

“blackness” as something for me not to be ashamed of, but to be very proud of. Being 

black means rising up from the very bottom of society’s shame and being the shining 

stars we are today. 

 I cannot stress this enough, black people are magic. Here me out. Haha. Black 

people originally came here to be slaves. Nothing else. We were considered nothing 

more than slaves, complete trash. Thankfully some slave probably said, “You know 

what, I’m tired of this shit!” So they began to revolt. Black people during Jim Crow, 

fought tooth and nail to gain rights for themselves, and the generations of generations 

after them. That’s magical. So called “trash” was able to gain their rights and hundreds 

of years later, we elected a black president. That’s magical. That’s beautiful. I’m so 

proud to share that same ancestry and skin color as those greats. There are so many 

definitions of what is black, but being black to me means to endure and rise up. It 

means being proud of your history and learning from it. It means you want to make a 

change and to break barriers. 

 I’m struggling to put this part in words. What I’m about to say is not what I 

permanently what being black means. Today’s society, being black is being wary around 

police. Being black is feeling uncomfortable around authority. It means dealing with 

racism and taking it with strides. It means being discriminated against. It means feeling 



less human when you get treated like crap. It means you don’t always feel like you hold 

a value in society. It means keep your hands to yourself in a store so you don’t be 

accused of stealing. It means sometimes feel demoralized when you see how your 

black brothers and sisters are being portrayed in the media. Being black means working 

twice as hard to get half of what white get. Being black can mean so many negatives, 

but we can’t look at being black as a negative. Even though this reflection isn’t about 

Coates, I feel like something he would say, “Learn to love this black body.” I’ve learn to 

love this black body, inside and out. I love my wide nose that I was once made fun of 

for. I love my over-sized lips that got the same treatment as my nose. I love my curly, 

semi nappy hair that defies gravity. I love my brown skin that absorbs rays of sun. I love 

my black mind that’s enriched by the works of some many black greats before me. I love 

my complex black history. I love being black. I love the good, bad, and everything in 

between of being black. Being black, I know I walk a very different and enriching life 

than any other race. I’m so proud to say I’m black. I truly wouldn’t have it any other way. 


